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7 What did you do?

2. Write three more places in town in English.

3. Match sentence beginnings 1–3 with endings a–c.

1.  You can play squash or 

swim 

2.  There are a lot of 

different shops

3. You can read books

a. in a library. 

b. in a shopping centre.

c. in a sports centre.

4. Where are they? Read and write.

1. Why don’t we see this new film?

2. Get some apples, tomatoes and carrots, please.

3. Can I have rice with chicken, please?

4. Come on, Louise! Let’s dance together!

Vocabulary  I’m in front of the cinema 

1. 38   Listen and number photos 1–10.

a c

e

h

b

d

g

f

i

j
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Grammar  Did you go shopping?

1. Change the sentences from positive to negative. 

1. My friends and I went to the cinema last weekend.

2. George did his homework yesterday afternoon.

3. They ate lunch at home.

4. I had a coffee with my best friend.

5. He walked to school this morning.

2.  Correct the mistakes. Which sentence is correct?

1. I didn’t spent much money on holiday.

2. My sister buyed a new jacket last week.

3. Yesterday we take the train home.

4.  Last year I was in New York and I saw Sam Rockwell.

5. Yesterday he not wait for the bus.

5. Read the description and write the names of the buildings.

bank  bowling alley  nightclub  library  restaurant  supermarket

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

a

b

c d e
f

The bank is between the restaurant and 
the supermarket. The supermarket is 
next to the bowling alley. The nightclub 
is behind the bank. There are four trees 
in front of the library.
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3.  Change the sentences from negative to positive. Write 

the verbs in the crossword.

1. We didn’t have dinner late.

2. I didn’t use public transport.

3. The film didn’t start at 8 o’clock.

4. He didn’t take a taxi home.

5. She didn’t get up early.

2

3

5

4

1

 

4. Complete the sentences with the verbs in the box.

waited  didn’t  see  decided

didn’t phone  stopped

1.  We  not to go by train. 

We went by plane. 

2.  A strange car  in front of 

our house.

3.  My parents  us arrive.

4.  Mohammed and Colin  for 

half an hour for a bus.

5.  Kim  Cathy this morning. 

5. Order the words to make sentences.

1. late / this morning / got up / We / .

2. with Simon / I / shopping / On Saturday / went / .

3. come / Peter / to the party / didn’t / .

4. to school / walked / yesterday / I / with my brother / .

5. his mobile phone / didn’t / last week / Sean / use / .

6.   Jo went on holiday. Write the things she did and didn’t 

do. Use the words in the boxes below.

clothes pizza homework

tennis a lot of money

do eat spend

buy play

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

1

4

2 3

5
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Reading  A consumer report

1.  Read the consumer report. Were these online shoppers happy?

E-commerce started nearly thirty years ago and now, online 

shopping is very common. It has a lot of advantages, but a 

recent report showed that a lot of customers are not happy. 

Here are the opinions of three regular online shoppers.

Phil from Liverpool said ‘I bought a pair of trainers last 

month. I spent £150. I wanted red trainers, size 42 and I 

received blue trainers, size 45.’

Caroline from Leicester was unhappy, too. ‘The price on the 

website was different to the price I paid for my jacket. There 

were a lot of extra costs.’

Bethany from Birmingham was extremely angry. ‘Privacy is a big problem. Another company took £500 from my bank 

account.’

2.  Match the online shoppers with the problems they had buying online.

5.  Write short answers.

1. Did e-commerce start 10 years ago?

2. Did the report show that all customers were satisfied?

3. Did Phil want to buy a pair of blue trainers?

4. Did Caroline buy a jacket?

5. Did Bethany lose money?

3. Find synonyms for these words in the text.

1. normal 

2. many 

3. customers 

4. got 

5. paid 

6. very 

4.  Write True or False.

1.  Online shopping doesn’t have many advantages. 

2. Phil bought a pair of trainers for £150. 

3. Caroline was a happy customer. 

4. Caroline paid a lot of extra money. 

5. Bethany was a very angry customer. 

3. Bethany
d. paid extra money

c. got a different product

b. paid £150

a. lost money from bank account

2. Caroline

1. Phil
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Listening  Sightseeing in London

1.  39   Listen to these extracts from a London tour. Circle 

the attraction that has the most visitors each year.

a. Covent Garden c.  The Houses of Parliament

b. The London Eye. d. Big Ben

2.  Listen again. Match the descriptions with the numbers 

in the box below.

21.50  44  30  40  96  over 1000

1.  The number of visitors Covent Graden has a year. 

 million

2.  The time that one revolution of the London Eye takes. 

 minutes

3.  The price to ride on the London Eye. 

£ 

4.  The distance that you can see from the top of the 

London Eye.  km

5.  The approximate number of years ago that the Houses 

of Parliament opened.  years ago

6.  The height of Big Ben.  m

3.  40   Read and listen. Which picture is it: A, B or A and B?

1.  There’s a mouse behind the plate on the right. 

2.  There’s a piece of cheese in front of the black cup. 

3.  There isn’t a hat between two of the cups. 

4.  There’s a hat in front of one of the cups. 

A

B

Speaking  Giving directions

1.  41   Complete the dialogue with the words in the box 

below. Listen and check.

in front of  here  straight on 

way  right

Nora: Excuse me. Can you tell me the (1)  

to the cinema?

Miles: Yes, of course. Turn (2)  at the traffic 

lights. Go (3)  for about 200 metres. Turn 

left and the cinema’s right (4)  you.

Nora: How long does it take by car? 

Miles: It’s about 5 minutes from (5)  .

Nora: Thanks!

2.  Read the dialogue with a partner. Where does Nora want 

to go? 

3.  Practise your own dialogue with a partner. Your partner 

wants to go to the park. Use your own ideas and the 

dialogue in exercise 1 as a model.

Park

You are here

museum 
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3.  44   Listen and repeat. Then say the words again.

waited

and waited

stopped and waited

turned, stopped and waited

He walked, turned, stopped and waited.

Pronunciation  /t/, /d/, / /

1.  42   Circle the word with a different sound.  

Listen and check.

1. walked turned stopped passed

2. listened used appeared danced

3. visited waited criticised decided

2.  43   Read the words aloud and answer the questions. 

Listen, check and repeat.

talked signed listened

visited phoned texted

1. Which words end in a /d/ sound?

2. Which words end in an / / sound?

3. Which words end in a /t/ sound?

Writing  A message

1.  Correct the mistakes in bold in the message. Use the words in the box below.

sports centre  happy  talk  cinema  supermarket  healthy  texted

Daniel’s Daniel #Daniel’s Daniel.com

I was tired and I wasn’t (1) unhappy ( ). I didn’t have 

any plans. I went to the (2) bank ( ) and bought some 

fruit. Then I went to the (3) nightclub ( ) and saw  

a film - on my own. I didn’t (4) shout ( ) to anybody.  

I (5) wrote a letter ( ) Andrew. He was alone too.  

He came to the (6) library ( ) and we played basketball 

for hours. It was great and a very (7) unhealthy ( ) 

habit! I love being with friends!


